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FAGGOT

rest of the country, but not to other English-speaking areas of the world. In the
1960s the word yielded to gay as a positive
term preferred by the movement, and to
faggot or fag as the vulgar term of abuse.
In the late 1970s a quasi-religious
movement began on the west coast of the
United States under the rubric of fairy
spirituality. Inspired by the ideas of gay
pioneer Harry Hay, this trend emphasized
the concept that male homosexuals who
will acknowledge their difference ("fairies" or '[faeries") have special insights and
gifts for interpersonal relations. It looked
to the supposed homoerotic element in
shamanism as a prehistoric archetype.Fairy
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Given the fact that the term faggot cannot refer to burning at the stake,
why does the myth continue to enjoy
popularity in the gay movement? On the
conscious level it serves as a device with
which to attack the medieval church, by
extension Christianity in toto, and finally
all authority. On another level, it may
linger as a ,,myth of origins," a kind of
collective masochisticritual that willingly
identifies the homosexual as victim. It
should be evident that the word faggot and
the ideas that have been mistakenly associated with it serve no useful function; the
sooner both are abandoned, the better.

